BUYING GUIDE

EKTORP
Sofa series

MODELS:

Armchair
Loveseat
Sofa 3.5
Sectional, 3-seat
Sectional, 4-seat corner
Ottoman with storage

Removable cover

Choice of cover

Washable cover

Coated fabric

Storage in ottoman

Includes a free 10-year
limited warranty.
For details visit
IKEA-USA.com/warranty

As you like it, as long as you like it
The EKTORP seating series gives you so many choices, whether you’re
looking for a comfortable armchair or an entire living room. The many
different covers are designed to be easily mixed and matched for a
personalized look. We have worked thoroughly on the practical details,
such as washable covers and reversible back cushions, to make EKTORP
a personal and long-lasting choice for your home.
Details to appreciate, day after day
EKTORP has soft seat cushions that follow the contours of your body.
They also provide good support for your back and are strong enough
to use day after day. A simple yet clever detail is that the fabric back
cushions are reversible, so they keep fresh longer. You can also remove
and wash the covers when needed. To be sure EKTORP will withstand
the demands of everyday life, we’ve been extra careful with important
details, like making strong seams and durable covers. This way, you can
appreciate your EKTORP for a long time!
Matched from the start
EKTORP is a series of seating furniture in different sizes and for different
situations. This means that you can always find what you need to suit
your home. We even have a wide variety of easy-to-match covers. By
mixing and matching different colors and patterns, you can create a look
that’s both harmonious and stylishly individual.

A high standard of accuracy has been sought in the preparation of this buying guide. We apologize
for, but will not be bound by or responsible for, errors and omissions in this buying guide.
Not all products may be available in all stores. See what is available at your local store by visiting
IKEA-USA.com/stockavailability. For more detailed product information, see the price tag or visit
IKEA-USA.com. All products shown require assembly. All textiles shown are imported.

ALL THE PARTS AND PRICES
Armchair

Width×Depth×Height

Loveseat
2-seat

Sofa
3-seat

41×34⅝×34⅝"

70½×34⅝×34⅝"

85⅞×34⅝×34⅝"

LOFALLET beige

$249

$379

$399

VITTARYD white

$329

$479

$499

SKAFTARP yellow

$349

$499

NORDVALLA dark beige

$349

NORDVALLA dark gray
LINGBO multicolor

Sofa
3.5-seat

98×38¼×38⅝"

Sectional, 3-seat with
chaise on left or right

Sectional,
4-seat corner

Ottoman
with storage

32¼×24⅜×17⅜"

99¼×34⅝/64⅛×34⅝"

95⅝×34⅝×34⅝"

$599

$499

$799

$99.99

$649

$599

$899

$129

$549

—

$699

$999

$149

$499

$549

—

$699

$999

$149

$349

$499

$549

$699

$699

$999

$149

$399

$549

$599

—

$699

$999

$169

LOFALLET beige

$29

$39

$49

$199

$99

$99

$19.99

VITTARYD white

$109

$139

$149

$249

$199

$199

$49

SKAFTARP yellow

$129

$159

$199

—

$299

$299

$69

NORDVALLA dark beige

$129

$159

$199

—

$299

$299

$69

NORDVALLA dark gray

$129

$159

$199

$299

$299

$299

$69

LINGBO multicolor

$179

$209

$249

—

$299

$299

$89

Complete with cover

Extra cover

• LOFALLET: Cotton and polyester fabric. Machine washable.
• SKAFTARP: 100% cotton. Machine washable.
• NORDVALLA: Very strong and durable polyester cover with a nice texture. Machine washable.
• VITTARYD: Polyester and cotton fabric. Machine washable.
• LINGBO: 100% cotton fabric. Machine washable.

SERVICES

IKEA products are designed to be taken home and assembled by you. That way, you’ll save the most money. But if you would like some help, we can offer
a range of services. Assembly and delivery services fulfilled by an Independent Service Provider. Contact your local IKEA store or visit the IKEA website
for details: IKEA-USA.com/services

DELIVERY SERVICE

PICKING WITH
DELIVERY SERVICE

ASSEMBLY SERVICE

Most of our products are designed and packaged
so that you can take them home yourself. If
you prefer, we can arrange for delivery of your
purchases directly to your home or business. Same
day, next day or same week deliveries are available.
We can also arrange for delivery at a later date if you

We’ll collect the products on your shopping list from
throughout the store and deliver everything to your
home or office. See an IKEA co-worker and tell them
what you’re looking for and they will book and print
your items on a customer order. Take this order to
the check-outs and pay for your purchases both
goods and services. And you’re on your way!

For online and in-store purchases, TaskRabbit offers
quick and convenient assembly and mounting for
your IKEA purchases made online and in select
stores. Plus, enjoy flat rate pricing created just for

would like.

IKEA products.

Services and prices may vary, please see IKEA-USA.com/services
or talk to us in your local IKEA store.
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